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Hot Air Furnaces, Steam and Hot Water Heaters. 
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Daylight 
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kind. Light your Daylight 
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-+GENTS' FURNISHINGS.+-
The BEE HIVE, H a rtford, 
Has a complete assortment of Furnishing Goods for Gentlemen, 
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we are, 
LOOK, 
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:;()" Hartford, Conn. 
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E very thing in Men's 
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EDITORIALS. 
A GREAT improvement has been made 
in the curriculum this year. Seven new 
elective studies have been offered for the 
Christmas term, and the hours devoted to 
elective work have been doubled. The change 
in itself has been a very radical one. Where 
formerly Seniors had eleven hours prescri-
bed work and four hours elective, they now 
have five hours prescribed and ten hours of 
their own choosing. In other words two-
thirds of their work is elective. For the Jun-
iors two-fifths of the work is elective. Six 
elective subjects were before offered to the 
Seniors, from which they chose two ; now 
twenty-five are offered from which they select 
five. The new subjects are as follows: Con-
. stitutional History of England, Advanced 
Hebrew, Advanced Sanskrit, New Testament 
Greek, a new Senior Latin elective, Advan-
ced Mechanical Drawing and Embryology, 
and arrangements have been made for more 
advanced work in the Chemical and Physical 
Laboratories. The Sophomore French class 
has been divided, so that those who have spent 
one year's study on the language previous to 
admission may begin at once on advanced 
work. These changes it will be seen, are not 
confined to one or two departments, but a 
decided, forward movement has been made in 
the whole curriculum. It should be noted 
that in providing for two years' work in He-
brew and Sanskrit, Trinity takes a step in 
advance of any of the other sm aller colleges. 
* * * 
THESE changes, while they do not free a 
a man from the obligation of doing a cer-
tain amount of work in the classics, English 
and mathematics, still make it possible for him, 
at the close of his second year, to devote his time 
somewhat to the particular line of work he in-
tends to pursue after graduation. This is the 
most noticeable result of the new system, and 
in an age where the necessity to specialize is 
forced on a man sooner or later, it is of great 
advantage to the individual. There has 
lately been manifested a more vigorous mental 
tone in the whole college, which even after lib-
eral deductions have been made for the usual 
fall impetus, and the resolutions attendant 
upon a new year, still remains, in part at least, 
to be accounted for. It is due, we should say, 
to the increased interest of the men in the 
studies which they have chosen. Classes have 
gathered whose members are particularly in-
terested in the subjects to be discussed, and 
who are willing to do special work in them. 
For men find even a large amount of work 
pleasant in a study for which they have a nat-
ural aptitude. It is hardly to be expected 
that a man whose tastes are for chemistry or 
physics, should show much interest in a branch 
suitable only for a student of Theology. 
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IT is unpleasant, although do ubtl ess the righteous thing for a paper, as well as a 
person, to acknowledge a i_nistake, but THE 
TABLET certainly feels that 1t ow~s ~n apology 
to its readers for allowing a_ plag1anze~ poem 
to creep in one of the last issues. I t 1s very 
strange, to say the least, that a man who wo t~ld 
scorn to cheat at cards or do any other dis-
honorable thing, should have no s
1
cr~ples a~o~t 
palming off as his own, another s ideas; 1t ts 
stranger still that he should not have commo_n 
sense enough to know that sooner or later lus 
theft must be discovered. We most earnestly 
hope that we shall have no more oc:asio n to 
refer to this very unpleasant subject, but 
speak of it we shall, and in mucl~ plai ner 
terms if there be any further necessity. 
* * * 
T HAT dramatic clubs and associations have, during the last five years, become 
pimortant factors in college interests, is seen 
from the successes which they have obtained 
in that time. They, like the musical organi-
zations and athletic clubs, help to advertise 
and make prominent the college which they 
represent. It is to be regretted that our own 
dramatic association was able to give only one 
play last year althou gh the excellence of that 
one and the fact that it was wholly a local 
production, went far to make up for a single 
performance. But we are assured that this 
year, things theatrical will be conducted in a 
different manner and that we shall at least 
have three performances. Whether the asso -
ciation shall, as heretofore, confine itself to 
society and small comedy plays or branch ou t 
into wider fields and undertake to produce 
spectacular and burlesque plays of larger pro-
portions, is a subject worthy of consider-
ation. It seems to us that the time 
has come for a change; the material for 
such an undertaking is at hand; and the 
friends of the association are ready to sup-
port its interests by their hearty good will 
and fi nancial aid. Larger productions will 
bring more pronounced successes. Risks are 
being incurred constantly, and now we have 
a chance to inaugurate a movement where 
the risk is small and the chance of success 
good, In this connection, it is pertinent to 
ask why some inducement is not offered to 
the unde1~graduates for the writing of a play . 
The offering of a prize wo uld attract the 
attention of the students and a play might 
be obtained wh ich wou ld bring success to us 
like the productions written by the und<:r-
graduates for the drama ti: clu':>s of Columbia, 
Harvard and the U ntvers1ty of Penn-
sylvania. 
* * * 
,f,_,.. S was expected, the fo ot-ball season thus 
"A far has been most successful. We have 
every reason to feel p roud over our well-. 
earned vic tories and ou r one ha rd-fought de-
feat. On the whole the team has work-
ed well, though far fro m ide~l training has 
been adhered to. The captam has worked 
conscientiously with the m en a nd should be 
paid even more respect on the field than he 
is. A man should never ans wer ba;k, 
or demur in the least ab out complying 
with the captain's wishes. The me~ who 
have played hard this fa ll on the ~onsoltdated 
deserve the hearty thanks of all friends of the 
college. Never has a stronger, better or-
ganized consolidated t urned out, and never 
has it been more ably capta ined th an this year. 
But the team's friends are anx ious that it shall 
not now rest on its laurels bu t finish up a sea-
son of good games with a record never before 
equalled here. It is nat ural, every one knows, 
for success to be followed by carelessness. 
Now this should not happen a nd all the good 
work of the early part of the season be dim-
med whe n seen through the shadow oflaterde-
feats, especially defeats unnecessary and un-
pardonable. It seems a g reat pi ty that the 
season is t o end so soon a nd so much good 
foo t-ball weather to b e wasted; but it is th~ 
earnest desire of all who are truly interested 
in the team and the college, that the men 
play with all their might while they do 
play, a nd keep t he record of only one de-
fea t fo r the season. * ~ * 
T HERE are wars and rumors of wars. 
The b rightly gleaming stars have more 
than once beheld long lines advancing, and 
many a freshman has doubtless lain trembling 
on his couch. This period of constant ap-
prehension, in which the new comers exist, is 
not a pleasant one to live through, in what-
ever light one looks upon it; and it is safe to 
say that even the most hardened sophomore 
has a sneaking sensation akin to pity, while 
he i:' dragging his luckless victim to the sac-
rifice. There is a g reat question as to whether 
this matter of haz ing can be justified at all, 
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but it can all be summed up in this. Conced-
ing that, in accordance with good old customs, 
the sophomore class has every right to enter 
bodily the bedroom of a freshman, bully, in-
sult, and otherwise show its immense superi-
ority, does not this custom tend to approach 
a point where it is actually dangerous ? It is 
said that years ago it was not at all an un-
known thing for a freshman to be left all night, 
made fast to a tree or a gravestone and allow-
ed to meditate upon his sins and the possi-
bility of pneumonia until daybreak. Such 
practices are of course not tolerated in our 
present civilization, but it ~an be fairly asked 
-can hazing be defended if it is the means 
of injuring a man mentally or physitally? 
It is undoubtedly a sore trial to a sensitive 
sophomore to have to watch a freshman ac-
tually walking happily aldng between the 
sections, or gazing in profound meditation on 
the bulletin board, but it would not be amiss 
for the superior beings to bear in mind occa-
sionally the old saying concerning a cat and 
a monarch, and let their inferiors-to say 
nothing of the weary upper-classmen-get a 
little much needed rest. 
THE HAUNTED HOUSE. 
" You see it stands apart. Nay, Sir ! 'Tis said, 
Dead dames at night trail down tl;iat dusty stair, 
Where now dry leaves are scurrying. The air 
Is sad with sighs from lips that long since fed 
The worms. The cracked walls echo to the tread 
Of unseen feet. And from dim casements, where 
Grey spiders weave their ghostly webs, they glare · 
With hollow eyes-those men and maids long dead." 
I know of ghosts more grim : old Loves, old Fears, 
Long buried Hopes, sad spectres of dead years. 
All night and all its wakeful hours I see 
These dreary ghosts-and now, amid the throng, 
The ghost 0£ my dead Self. It sweeps along 
Most sad, 'mid those sad ghosts of Memory. X. 
WITH POET'S EYES. 
AND though the poet was one of that noisy band of travelers that had sought shelter at 
the inn for the night, yet he differed from 
each and all, for he was a man who saw life 
not as we see it, and being a poet, looked he 
not with poet's eyes ? 
The snug room of the inn with its roari'ng 
fire seemed cheerful, as the wind and rain 
played havoc at the window casements, while 
in sharp contrast to the low hum of voices, came 
ever and anon the snapping of some tree's 
branch in the Court, or a strange creaking 
sound as the sign of the "White Horse" 
swung to and fro on its rusted hinges. The 
candles burned dim, but the fire was bright, 
and when one piled fresh logs upon the 
hearth, and the flames leaped up and lighted 
all the room, the poet drew aside from t11e 
circle of wayfarers gathered round their mugs 
of ale, and sat gazing upon , the flames, think-
ing, for he was a meditative man. And as 
he looked intently at the blaze, and marked 
how the seething flames thrust out long red 
artns that encircled every piece of the wood, 
he saw a small log and a large log, from , the 
same tree, lying together apart from the rest. 
And when the flames reached them he 
noticed that the large log burned quickly, and 
turned to ashes, bub the smaller one resisted 
and was slower in cqnsuming, yet it was also 
burned to ashes, at the last. 
Now the poet thought within himself of 
this, and it seemed to him that the flame of 
the fit-e was the flame of life, and that a drama 
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had been played out before his eyes. As_ he 
sat he mused upon the thing, and mus111g 
spoke while his companions drew near that 
they ~ight catch his words, for he was of re-
pute amongst !hem al_l. And the poet told 
his tale, and said:-
" Would that we could see return to us 
those days of good Queen Bess who ruled 
our land so wisely and so well,- those days 
of chivalry, when life and love were fr:e, 
when bravery was its own reward, and starn-
less honor ruled in the hearts of men ! But 
the past is past! Now in those days'. those 
golden days of which I speal~, there l1v~~ a 
sailor lad, brave and true as 1s every Bnt1sh 
sailor; and beneath his coat, his blue coat 
with its rows of shining buttons, there was a 
heart that throbbed with love for that dear 
country, his own native land. And he longed 
for the coming time when he could fight for 
her causes as for his causes, and defend her 
honor as his own. 
"The sailor was but a boy, yet he loved 
with all the love of his boyish heart a maiden 
whom he had known since the time, whe n 
years ago they wandered through the dales 
of his dear home, hand clasped in hand. 
Nor did he love and woo her in vain, for she 
gave her heart to him, and joyfully she 
thought of her bonnie laddie who in years to 
come would be her shield and stay, and 
locked in whose protecting arms every grief 
could be conquered, and every fear defied. 
"But happiness must have an end and the 
sailor must face the stormy sea, and far from 
home, and far from her whom he loved, must 
he fight his country's battles till he could re-
turn again. Yet ever in dreams would his 
spirit fly to the little low-roofed cottage and 
linger with the loved ones there. And the 
maiden left alone would pray to the God 
above, that His watchful care might ever sur-
round her laddie, 'till he could come to her 
from his wanderings on the sea. But why 
did the God of love not hear her prayer, or 
hearing, fail to grant it? We cannot say-
time rules us all, and fate is fate! 
"Deep down beneath the waves of the 
stormy northern sea he found a grave. For 
three long centuries have the winds dashed 
into wh!tened foam tl~e waters that surge 
above his breast. While far from where he 
lies, far off in _dear old England, the land he 
loved so well, in the years tha t came they laid 
to rest in a quiet churchyard a_ gray-hai~ed 
woman. Wearied and worn with watching 
she sleeps with a peaceful smile upon her 
face, awaiting the time when love shall meet 
with love again. 
"' Tis a simple tale, my friends, and one 
of years long gone, the poet said, but bea_r in 
mind that hearts were truly hearts and faith-
ful love was faithful love three centuries ago." 
The poet, having spoken, turned and looked 
upon his fri ends, but one was gone, and 
another was not listening, and still another 
drowsed. So he turned once more to the fire 
and pondered with himself why they had 
shown no interest in his tale. It was too 
long, the poet thought, or mayhap it was too 
short or yet because it happened so many 
many years ago they felt no interest in 
it. Thus mused the poet with himself for he 
was a man who saw life not as we see it, and 
being a poet, looked he not with poet's eyes? 
Ah, foolish man, 'twas not that thy tale 
was long or that thy tale was short; 'twas not 
that it spoke of men and times now passed, nay, 
not for these things did men fail to hear thee, 
or hearing, gave no thought! Hadst thou 
but spoken to them of false and fickle vows, 
of broken hearts that mend themselves, and 
love that dies and lives, and dies and lives 
again, thou mightest have made thy tale full 
twice as long, and men would still have lis-
tened and even begged for more. Humanity 
you know not, nor ever can, while you hold 
to your simple views of a simple life. 'Tis 
not the dove which, tame, feeds from the 
~and _and builds its nest and rears its young 
m quiet and secluded spots, it is the vulture 
which, with loud cries and hoarse shrieks of 
satisfaction, swoops down upon the carrion 
only and claws it with its horrid talons, and 
tears it with its sharpened beak, and is not 
content until it lays bare a rotting and putrid 
heart! 
Oh, gentle-minded poet, such is the world 
you live in, such are the men you meet! 
Yet the poet thought not thus but while 
the wind still drove the rain agains
1
t the case-
ment, and the huge trees in the court still 
swayed and toss~d their creaking branches. 
he sat by the dy111g glow of the fire musing 
as ever, and blaming himself that the tale had 
been too long, and the time and place too far 
away. 
Field. 
INTERPRETATIONS. 
HOW much depends on the' interpretation 
of a creed! It is usually of far more im-
portance than the original words. I have 
three friends who are continually justifying 
their conduct by the same proverb : "What-
ever is worth doing is worth doing well; " but 
each draws a different lesson from it. The 
first interprets it to mean, "Whatever is 
worth doing is worth doing ser£ous!y." He 
plays whist with as much gravity as if he 
were calculating an eclipse. He fixes his 
eyes on th.e center of the table and "draws 
inferences." After eight rounds he can 
"locate " all the cards not played. I main-
tain that he is entirely wrong in taking so 
much pains. Of course he is successful, but 
is the " game worth the candle " ? Is it worth 
while to put so much mind into a pastime? 
In my view, it is the struggle, not the 
victory, that is the end sought; and in my 
case, usually the end attained. I hold, that 
the cloud of uncertainty that comes over my 
mind after the ninth trick, the breathless 
interest with which I watch to find out 
whether my ten of diamonds is really the 
highest card or not, and even the slight doubt 
I sometimes feel whether there may not be 
another trump lurking in someone's hand 
after the fourth round, are far more agreeable 
and exciting states of mind than his calm 
superiority of knowledge. Seriousness is 
proper in its place. " I love a monk, I love 
a cowl,"-that is, at a distance-in the Mid-
dle Ages, for instance-but for recreations, at 
least, I read the proverb, "Whatever is worth 
doing is worth doing enfoyab!y." 
However, his interpretation is nearer to 
the "broad human spirit of the text " than 
that of another friend, a sort of ritualist whose 
creed is, "Whatever is worth doing is worth 
doing stylis!t!y." I know he objects to the 
word " stylish," and insists on using the ex-
pression " good form," but they seem to me to 
mean much the same thing. In his creed a 
certain coat goes with a certain hat, and 
a certain pair of trousers with a certain 
coat, and a certain pair of shoes with certairi 
trousers. He dresses from a center and 
around a fixed idea, and ,.I only wonder 
that he has not different features for each 
rig. I don't understand the system-it 
is not to be learned in a day-and I am a 
dreadful trial to my friend, who, strange as 
it may seem, is a thoroughly good fellow 
and a very impressive spectacle. His reading 
of the proverb is wrong and makes too much 
of the details of life, besides increasing one's 
tailor's bills. 
My third friend reads the maxim: "\/Vhat-
ever is worth doing is worth doing tlzor-
ough!y." His interpretation is wrong, too, 
and is very much like that of my first friend, 
only it does not imply so much gravity of 
demeanor. He is wrong, because it is im-
possible to do everything thoroughly, since 
life is limited in time. One who tries to go 
to the bottom of things never gets there. He 
is like the man who never finished digging 
his well because there was always some sand 
and gravel left under the water. When a 
well is deep enough to dip water from it, the 
bottom is reached for all practical purposes. 
But my friend, No. 3, must be thorough. In 
consequence he never finishes anything and 
he never will. He has accumulated a bureau 
drawer full of notes on Browning, and says 
that he hopes to be able to make a thorough 
study of that poet when he finds time. He is 
always preparing the ground and planting, but 
never reaping. 
My interpretation, "Whatever is worth 
doing is worth doing enfoyab!y," is much the 
best. It will carry a man safely through the 
little duties and annoyances of life. There is 
always an enjoyable side and very likely a 
humorous side to a dqty, and if we turn it over 
carefully we can find it. That is the side to 
look on. Even a recitation will appear 
agreeable if we look at it from the right point 
-that•is from a future of a mon(f ~o. J "~ 
IN PASSING. 
A happy laughing child with no thought of the morrow,-
A beggar, worn and old, who crouches at his feet ; 
Lo ! Fo,r a moment joy is face to face with sorrow,-
Then both are lost within the crowded city street. 
B. 
VERSE, 
"AS COMETH THE MONTH OF OCTOBER." 
How fair is the face of the earth, as cometh the month of 
~~ October, . . 
When bare are the fields, and the crops m b111s are gath-
ered by toil, 
And sere is the grass which aforetime all the brown of the 
soil covered over, 
The brown of the soil. 
Like a mantle of red and yellow lie leaves from trees, on 
the ground. 
The ~golden rod flaunteth its banners, the aster's blue 
is revealed. 
The cricket's shrill chirp from the field breaketh the still-
ness profound. 
Yea, fair is the face of the earth as the month of October 
is nigh. 
Veiled in haze are the hills and the sky, the forests and 
fields are bare. 
Oh, the sun with its light, mellow light ! Oh, the breeze 
coming soft from the sky , 
When October is nigh ! 
INTRODUCTION FOR A BOOK. 
0 gentle reader, I refuse 
To say my book I introduce 
To you; since rather 'tis, 'tis true, 
The book that makes me known to you. 
But really better may I say. 
\Vhen it is read and laid away 
Upon your valued library shelf, 
To you I've inttoduced-myself. 
THOSE TENDER EYES. 
When first I gazed in Phyllis' eyes 
And marked their tender hue 
I swore by light of summer ski~s 
The fairest eyes were blue. 
But when Belinda came to town 
Straightway I was converted ' 
To worship only eyes of brown ;-
And Phyl!ts was deserted. 
Of late, such other eyes I've seen 
As thrilled my very soul ; 
So dark, so deep, their hue I ween 
Was blacker than a coal. 
For oh, we'll never see again 
Such eyes as grace our foot-ball men ! 
AFTER SUCKLING. 
Why so pale and wan, p,oor Freshman? 
Pnthee, why so pale ? 
If Sophomores are on :war determined 
Wi_ll thy poor tears prevail? 
Prithee, why so pale? 
BETRAYED BY A FRIEND. 
Field. 
P . 
T. 
" 0 villain ! ~miling, damned villain ! Some dear friend 
Ha\ stolen_ 1t. He )rnew its place, I wot ! 
An~ I .-Wnte me a sick excuse till I can send 
1 o far off Boston for another trot." 
P . Revere. 
REl\IEMBRANCE. 
O Southern girl, do you forget, 
That sunny August day, 
When you stood on the porch and waved adieu 
To a lad in the Southern gray? 
\,Vas it all for naught that you gave a rose, 
To the one in Stuart's band, 
Who loved but you as he marched to meet 
The men of the Northern land? 
I know a woman's heart is false, 
And changes day by day, 
And yours is as false, as the vows once said, 
T o the lad in the Southern gray. 
But was there no tear, when a trooper came, 
On the night that you were wed ? 
And brought you back a blood stained rose, 
Last message of the dead? 
Douglass. 
THE OLD "GOLD AND BLUE." 
(After the German.) 
He. 
And they each wore our colors pinned on them, old man, 
Trinity's colors of old gold and blue, 
And I said that their eyes-stop your noise if you can ! 
So they both heard the same thing from you ? 
She. 
On my breast was a knot of the col.ors they wear 
Trinity's colors of old gold and blue, ' 
And each said that my eyes were-well! Kate, I declare! 
What ! They both said the same thing to you ? 
~JUST CAUSE. 
She kept me standing petrified, 
Her hair j_et black by nature dyed, 
Her eyes, with sparks electrified. 
Flashing upon me, open wide. 
An artist's skill seemed in my hand-
A master's power at my command. 
To change a face, so sweet and bland 
To one so awful and so grand . ' 
And this enraged divinity, 
Had lost her equanirnity, 
B>: my too ~los~ proximity 
fo speak111g 111 of Trini ty. 
A TRIAL SCENE. 
I. 
( The Judge's Cha171e.) 
" Can you show cause, 
Just cause, why we 
Should not se1,d thee 
Away? "-A pause. 
II. 
(The Criminal's Plea.) 
" The fault's your own. 
The Faculty 
In fact, worked me 
To 'skin' and 'bone.'" 
N. P. W. 
G.L. A. 
COLLEGE AND CAMPUS. 
Professor Honey contributed an elaborate 
i.illustrated article on "Worm Wheel Teeth" to 
the American Machinist of July 2nd and one on 
·" The Eight Centred Oval and Ellipse" to the 
issue of September 3rd. 
The Chronicle, the bright and lively paper that 
represents the Hartford High School, contained 
a kindly recognition of the services of E. S. 
Allen, '93 in coaching the High School foot-ball 
. team in practice games. 
The Rev. Lucius Waterman preached in the 
·Chapel Sunday morning, October IIth. 
A committee has been appointed by the Junior 
Class to arrange for the "Burning of Me-
chanics," and one to write a class song. 
The grading necessary for the enlargement of 
'the College Tennis Club grounds to contain three 
courts has been completed, the wire fences 
lengthened and a water pipe laid from the Science 
·building to the center of the enclosure. The 
surface is already in a fairly good condition and 
in the spring by continual rolling and appliance 
of the hose before and after the winter months, 
the courts will be all that can be desired, 
The library of the late Bishop B. H. Paddock 
has been given to the college according to his 
expressed wish, to be put into an alcove in the 
library bearing his name. There has lately been 
added part of the library of the Rev. Sheldon Da-
vis, '37; 16 years of the New York Times in 
binding from W. D. McCracken, '85 ; a 
complete set of the Colonial Records of North 
Carolina through the kindness of Rev.' Dr. J. B. 
Cheshire, Jr., '69; and from Dr. H. B. Stearns 
of the Hartford Retreat a complete set 0£ his 
professional works ; and among late important 
purchases are : Marion Crawford's ,vorks, 
Makers of America Series, Swinburne's Poems, 
Schuchhardt's Schleimann's Excavations, Fish's 
American Revolution, Holtnes' "Over the Tea-
cups," Freeman's History of Sicily and Glad-
stone's Impregnable Rocks of Holy Scripture. 
President Smith attended the consecration of 
Bishop Phillips Brooks at Boston on the 14th 
inst. 
The Trinity College German Club has elected 
the following officers: President, T. McKean, 
Jr., '92 ; Vice-President, A. H. Sibley, '92 ; 
Secretary and Treasurer, L'. A. Carter, '93. 
The first German will be given November 
13th and will be led by F. B. Fuller. The new 
mem'bers of the Club are, Goodridge, K. 
Hubbard, Jr., and Trowbridge, '92, _and ,Barton, 
Bu1keley, Collins, Lockwood, and Niles, 93. 
New members of the Athenreum are : Dean 
.and Smith, '93, and Reese, Robinson, Tongue and 
Wedge, '95. 
At a meeting of St. Paul's Guild, held last 
Tuesday evening, R. F. Humphries was chosen 
-President, F. B. Cole, Secretary and Treasurer, 
and H. M. Smith, Councilor. 
The Executive Committee of the Dramatic 
Association has decided upon two plays, both 
to be given at one performal'!ce sometime it\ 
December.-" My Lord in Livery," and "Pipes 
and Perdition." The cast of the former has 
been chosen as follows : 
Lord Thirlmere, W. S. Schiitz, '94. 
Spiggott, a butler, P. B. Morrison, '94. 
Hopkins, a footman, C. C. Barton, Jr., '93 . 
Robert, a page, J. 1V. Lewis, '93. 
Sibyl Amberly, T. McKean, Jr., '92. 
Laura, R.H. Macauley, '95. 
Rose, H. H. Pelton, '93. 
And of '' Pipes and Perdition,"-
Capt. Vane Valentine, C. F. Weed, '94. 
Weekes, a servant, R. l>. Bates, '93. 
Mrs. Vane Valentine, H. H. Pelton, '93. 
Miss Moloch, D. Willard, '95. 
The Phi Kappa Chapter of the Alpha Delta 
Phi fraternity on October 9th, initiated the 
following men :-James Briscoe, Jr., Baltimore, 
Md., and Horton Gregory Ide, Boston, Mass., '94, 
and Edward Gilpen Churchman, Wilmington, 
Del., Edward Percy Hamlin, New York City, 
and John Moore Mc Gann, '95, Philadelphia, 
Penn. 
It is with pleasure that THE TABLET notices 
that alumni who formerly were members of the 
board have not lost their interest in the paper 
after leaving college. Several articles in this 
number are contributed by Mr. A. L. Green, '91. 
GOSSIP. 
" Its hue," you say and as you speak 
There's pity in your eye. 
"' Tis pity that its true," you say, 
And hark ! I hear yol\ sigh. 
Ent i( 'tis pitifully true, 
Now cOJ:ne and te11 me why 
That merry, wicked twinkle flashed 
Across your other eye ? 
THE NEW ELECTIVE SYSTEM. 
In connection with the recent change in the increased 
number of electives offered to upper classmen, the follow-
ing table, showing the number of men electing each subject 
is of interest. 
Jun. Sen . Jun, Se'n. 
Anthropology, l 3 Senior English, 13 
Junior Ethics, 9 Adv'ced German, 3 7 
Senior '' 6 " French, 8 II 
Latin, 8 I Phys. Laboratory, 2 
Senior Latin, 2 El,ectrical Meas., 5 
Classical Greek, 13 4 Chei;nical Lab'ry, 2 
Greek 'Lest., 4 Qua!. Analysis, 4 
Calculus, 2 Ele'ry Sanskrit, l I 
Prac'l Astronomy, 4 Adv'ced .. 2 
Const. Hist. of Eng .• 3 Ele'ry Hebrew, 9 3 
Hist. Medire Eur'p, 12 15 Adv'cc\ " Soph. I 2 
Polit. Sc'nce, (State) 6 Biology, 3 IO 
" " (Money) 7 Senior Biology, 6 
Junior Ertgtish, 19 Ad. Mch. Dr'g. 2 2 2 
The number in many of these classes is increased by 
the science men, for whom the work is p,rescribed. 
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A COMMUNICATION. 
[ 'Ifie Editors do not hold tliemse!z:es responsible /01·either the 
opinions or language of communzcatio1~s addressed to them.] 
Ed£tors of THE TABLET: 
It is a wonderful paradox that in colleges, 
institutions established for intellectual pur-
poses, ruffianism, its conceit and its self asser-
tion, can gain at times a paramount influence; 
but it is still more astonishing that there are 
individuals who, however principled and 
mentally stable they may once have been, 
are ready to adopt the role of weak-minded 
imitators, yield assenting admiration to every 
foolish foible and become participants in the 
very evils they once abhorred. The drunken 
lout draws attention because he is noisy, the 
snob because he is rough and holds his head 
high, and both because they are conspicuous; 
the vacillating mind of the human ape then 
falls down and worships and his moral equi-
librium is overthrown with such a force that 
he henceforth walks on his head. " What 
fools these mortals be,'' said Shakespeare's 
Puck. If he had been viewing the picture 
we portray, his observation would doubtless 
have been less gentle and less unimpassioned. 
It is against imitation that we are asking the 
privilege to declaim, and there are few who 
will deny that words on the subject are timely. 
In snobbery, imitation leads to hypocrisy. 
It is possible to come into daily contact with 
men who will privately laud with enthusiasm 
the gentlemanliness of a neighbor, and con-
demn in the strongest terms a second for his 
rudeness; yet an hour later the same man 
may go out and conduct himself in an atti-
tude of boorishness unequaled by the most 
ill-bred parvenu. There are three reasons : 
Th~ first may be the fear of exposing the 
delicate fibres, upon which cultivation and 
good manners rest, to a too vulgar scrutiny 
lest they be found- wanting. The second 
may be the conceit most often found in those 
who have arrived at a position social or influ-
ential they have not deserved or do not feel 
able to maintain. But the third and not the 
least reason is found in the fact that it is more 
or less the fashion, and the individuals who 
are followers of the despotic goddess are 
weak en_oug_h to forsake all the principles of 
true cultivation, to sacrifice wit and sense and 
to subvert even their pride to its cause. ' 
In such matters as hazing we find imitation 
of a less serious kind, but nevertheless imita 
tion par exce!!mce. The peace of midnigh 
is disturbed, to say nothing of the slumber9; 
of the Freshman, by a stampede of uproar .... 
ious individuals through the sections, who 
are follo wing each other like sheep over a 
wall. And why? Is it because it is fun?--
Partly. But it is also because there are men 
who for some reason are troubled lest the 
new arrival shall not know the obligations of, 
·his new surroundings, and take, sometimes 
by self-assertion, a preventive process into, 
their own hands, and, in the train that follows,, 
are those who, under the impression that they 
"came out with the crowd, just to see the--
fun," have allowed themselves to become 
followers and imitators in an enterprise they 
have in quieter moments condemned. If not 
aping visible men, they are worshippers 0£ 
the abstract "Tradition " and say "we must. 
follow in the paths of our predecessors." If 
the custom under discussion is a good one, it 
ought to be followed for its own value; if not, 
the position taken could not be rivalled for its,. 
weakness,-it is slavery to a bad master. 
The mass of public opinion being against 
hazing, and as it is rapidly going out in all 
colleges, there are doubtless those here who 
consider it a barbarity, and if they would 
have the back-bone to stand by their opinions,. 
there might be a turn in matters. 
There is too little back-bone exhibited 
about the college, and it is this which is the 
difficulty in all the matters above referred to. 
!he collegiate, upon his entrance into college, 
is bestowed by those over him with the title 
of Mister; yet there are many about us who 
couldn't, we_r~ they back in their primary 
school_s, exh1b1t a_ gr~ater degree of juvenile 
wavering and vac1llation of ideas. Sand and 
grit are the v~lgar terms for the commodity 
so much lack111g, and it is impossible to see 
how fellows who wish to fill positions of im-
portance or exercise any influence when they 
g~ out into the world can expect to do so 
without the manliness which will then be so, 
n~ces_sary. Of course the serious side of life: 
with its responsibilities will come in due time 
bu_t it is folly to suppose that fickleness ca~ 
ga111 a t~~~orary hold up on a man without 
the possibility that its effect will be a perma. 
nent weakness of character. 
Upper ClassmanL 
ATHLETICS. 
TRINITY 16. STAGG'S TEAM 14, 
Trinity's second game was played on the home 
-grounds, Wednesday, September 30th, against 
_-Stag;g'~ team from the Training School for 
· Christian Workers at Sprinofield. 
Trinity started with th~ ball and Dingwr..ll 
-made twenty y~rds followed by thirty more by 
-short rushes, which brought the ball near Stagg's 
·~oaL Fr_om here Hall took the ball over the 
·:hne, s_cormg a touch-down, from which no goal 
was kicked. Score, 4-0. Soon after this Stagg 
:got the_ ball and made ten yards through the cen-
'ter, wh_1ch was followed by more rushing and a 
long kick by Stagg. The ball went to Trinity 
on a fumble of Van Leuvren's. Trinity pushed 
·the ball ten yards forward and K. Hubbard 
·added twenty by a run. Graves took the ball 
and by a beautiful-run scored touch-down num-
ber two. Graves kicked the goal. Score, 10-0. 
Stagg's team had the ball at the center and 
by rushes made good gains. Van Leuvren 
·took the ball twenty yards around the end and a 
touch-down was scored on rushes through the 
center. Stagg failed to kick a goal. Score, 
10-4. Graves runs ten yards with the ball but 
loses it to Stagg's team. A,t this point the ball 
was carried dangerously near the Trinity goal · 
but Trinity held well and got the ball on fou; 
downs. Graves kicks down the field. Time was 
~then called. 
The second half opened with short rushes by 
Stagg's team, but Trinity got the ball on a 
fumble. Edgerton made five yards but the ball 
soon goes to the Training School and Stagg ad-
vances it five yards. At this point McGann took 
K. Hubbard's place. The ball was now taken 
fifteen yards by Seeley, and Van Leuvren car-
·ried it across the line. Again Stagg failed on a 
goal. 10-8. From the 25-yard line Edgerton, 
;Graves and Hubbell took the ball quickly up 
the field. Trinity lost the ball only to get it 
-back on a fumble. Graves makes a touch-down 
easily, from which he kicks a goal. 16-8. Stagg 
-and Seeley carried the ball thirty-five yards but 
lost it to McGann. Graves made five yards, but 
Stagg got the ball on a fumble. Seeley made a 
touch-down, after picking up the ball which had 
rolled out of the crowd unnoticed, and Stagg 
kicked a goal. Score, 16-14. Seeley made a 
pretty run of thirty-five yards, when time was 
called. 
The playing of the team was very disappoint-
-ing. The men lacked snap and played a listless 
-game. Hubbell and Graves played well behind 
the line but Edgerton fumbled considerably. 
' . Indeed the fumbling on both sides was very 
-noticeable. The line blocked poorly. 
For the Training School, Stagg, Van Leuvren 
a~d Seeley played especially fine games. Stagg 
himself was the great strength of the team. 
It seemed almost impossible to down him. 
Th e teams were as follows: 
TRINITY. 
W offenden, 
L. Hubbard, 
Penrose, 
Hartley, 
Allen, 
K. Hubbard, t 
McGann, f 
Hall, 
Dingwall, 
F. Edgerton, 
Hubbell, 
Graves, 
Right Encl. 
Right Tackle. 
Right Guard. 
Center. 
Left Guard. 
Left Tackle. 
Left Encl. 
Quarter-back. 
Left Half. 
Right Half. 
Full-back. 
TRINITY 8. BROWN o. 
STAGG'S TEAM, 
Van Leuvren. 
Exeurr. 
Mahan. 
Tiond . 
Webb. 
Ruggles . 
Black. 
Smith. 
Davis. 
Seeley. 
Stagg. 
Saturday, October 3d, the team went to Provi-
dence, and played Brown at Adelaide Park. 
The teams lined up and there was considerable 
roughness and objecting from the very beginning. 
Trinity had the ball and Dingwall carried it 
fifteen yards. Trinity kept the ball moving; 
but Brown finally got it, and Smith kicked it. 
Graves caught it and aided by good blocking ran 
down along the side line and scored a touch-
down. No goal was kicked. Score, 4-0. The 
ball was kept in Brown's territory by the sharp 
playing of Trinity. Graves again ran but was 
tackled by Lindsley. Hubbell then carried the 
ball through the center and over the line. No 
goal. 8-o. After this, time was called. 
In the second half neither side scored. E stes 
was injured, and replaced by Straight. During 
this half, as in all the game, the ball was in 
Brown's territory most of the time. 
For Brown, Aldrich and Webb played fine 
games, while Hubbell, Graves, Hall and Allen 
played well for Trinity. The playing of the 
team as a whole was very satisfactory ; and the 
score would undoubtedly have been run up 
higher if there had been less talking and more 
playing. 
The teams lined up as follows : 
BROWN, TRI :-IITY, 
Hazard, Right End. Woffenden. 
Chamberlain, Right T ackle. L. Hubbard, 
Filmer, Right Guard. Hoisington. 
\Vebb, Center. Hartley. 
Ellis, Left Guard. K. Hubbard, 
Adams, Left T ackle. Allen. 
J. Casey, Left End. G. Hall. 
Lindsley, Quarter-back. Dingwall. 
Alclrich, Right H al f, Taylor. 
Estes, Left Half. Hubbell. 
Smith, Full-back . Graves, 
Umpires: Meader of Pawtucket, and Mendenhall of 
Brown. Referee : W. H. Merrill of Boston. 
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YALE 36. TRINITY 0, 
The fi rst defeat of the season came in, ~he Yale 
ame on Wednesday, October 7th. l he day 
!as ~hilly and th reatening, and the last half was 
played in the rain. . ' 
At 4 P . M. th e Trinity team with about ten 
substitu tes came on to the ground s, an? the Yale 
team got out of th eir 'bus and practiced a few 
min utes. 
1 
1 d 
Play began, T rinity having t~e nort 1 goa an 
th e ball. On a V seven yards 1s ma?e _but the 
b all goes to Yale on a fumble. Dyer 1s given the 
b all and tak es it around the _end for ten yards; 
By Dyer' s running and dodgmg. and by Noyes 
" bucking" the center the ~all is advar.ic~d to 
Trinity's 15-yard line, where rt goes to Tnmty on 
a fumbl e. Ineffectual attempts to make any 
distance are made by Trinity, an? !hen G_raves 
kicks and Noyes tries to run but is nnmedrately 
downed by H all. Dyer makes five yards. and 
Noyes five through the c~nte~. Yale continues 
gaining till the 5-yard lme 1s reached, when 
Trinity gets the ball on four downs._ ~raves car-
ri es the ball fift een yards but Tnmty can ad-
vance it no farther and Graves kicks. Yale's ball. 
L. Hubbard tackles, Yale fails to make five 
yards and loses the ball. Grav~s makes a r~ag-
nifi cent run of forty yards, bemg greatly a1d~d 
by th e fine blocking of the team. Graves agam 
takes the ball and carries it forward fifteen yards 
inside of Yale's 5-yard line. Graves at this 
point tries for a goal from the fi eld and fails _by 
a little. In a moment the chances of sconng 
are made very slim. Yale's ball at 25-yard line; 
Wallis makes ten yards followed by ten by Dyer 
and twenty by Bliss. Dyer takes the ball again 
and Din gwall tackles. Dyer makes a touch-
down. Noyes k icks a goal. Score, 6- o. Trinity's 
ball a t the middle of the field . Ball is fumbled. 
Allen drops on it . Graves takes the ball but 
goes out of bounds. G raves kicks and Allen 
tackles. Bliss is given th e ball and runs forty 
yards, scoring a touch-down. No goal. Score, 
10-0. Trinity's ball a t 25-yard line. Three 
downs, no gain. Graves kicks, Yale's ball. 
Dyer runs twenty yards, followe d by five more. 
Dingwall tackles high and misses his man. 
Touch-down is scored and goal k icked. Score, 
16-0. Trinity's ball at cen ter of the fie ld. No 
gain. Graves kicks . Yale's ball. Yale is given 
ti ve yards on off-side play. Dyer makes two 
good runs and the fi rst half is over. Score, 16-0. 
,Afte r fif teen minLites the teams line up again. 
L. Hubbard takes Hubbell's place behind the 
line and h is place is filled by J. Edgerton. 
Yale's ball. Dyer retires on account of injury 
and Norton takes his place. Allen tackles well 
and ball goes to Trinity on a kick. Again a 
fumb le by Graves. Yale's ba11. Bliss makes a 
touch down; goal. 22-0. Trinity fa ils to gain 
from the middle of the field and the ball goes t? Yal 
after a fumble by _L. Hubbard and a ~1ck by 
G Bliss carnes the ball over the lme by a 
raves. . k' k d S ore 28--0 long run and a goal rs ic e . c ' • 
Edgerto1~ is sent through the center and make 
four yards, but the ball soon goes t<? Yale 
Bliss makes twenty yards, and by buckmg th~ 
center and running around: the ends X ale scores 
two touch-downs in qmc~ successron, fro~ 
neither of which goals are kicked. Score, 3~-0. 
Time was called a t 5.20. Ha~twell, Yale, 
1
90., 
acted as umpire, an d H. S. Robmson, Yale, 891t 
as referee. F' 
Yale's ends played a very rough game. or 
Yale, Dyer and Bliss both played finely, a_nd 
Hefflefinger played as always, a strong, offensive.$ 
game. For Trinity, Graves an<:1 Hall played 
especially well; H artley also did go~d work. 
against a man about fifty pounds heavier than-. 
himself. 
The teams were as follows : 
YALE. TRINITY. 
Cox, Left End. G. Hall. 
Winters, Left Tackle. Allen. 
Wallis, Left Guard. Penrose. 
Stillman, Center. Hartley. 
Heffiefinger, Right Guard. K. Hubbard. 
Messler, Right Tackle. { J. Edgerton. L. Hubbard, 
Crosby, Right End. Woffenden. 
Barber, Quarter-back. Dingwall. 
Bliss, } { Hubbell. Dyer, Half-backs. L.Hubbard. 
Norton, F.Edgerton. 
Noye,, Full-back. Graves.' 
YALE, '92, 16. TRINITY, '95 1 0. 
On Saturday, October roth, the Freshmen 
played against the Yale Seniors. The game was 
very closely contested and somewhat rough. 
~ TRINITY 4. WESLEYAN 0. 
Saturday, October 17th, was a perfect day fo~ 
player and spectator alike. The air was clear--
and there was no wind. A large crowd, about 
500, turned out to see the best game ever played 
on the Trinity grounds. Wesleyan was well re-
presented by a majority of the college, and from, 
the colors flyin g and voices heard it would be 
hard to tell which team was the favorite. Be;_ 
fore the game considerable time was take,i by 
dispute in regard to umpire and referee. Th 
Trinity managem ent has attempted to have n 
man connected with either team act as refer~ 
or umpire. Arra ngements to this effect ha~ 
been made with Manager Tackerberry of \Ves~ 
leyan, but as he could not be present a mis-
understanding arose with his substitute. Th~ 
dispute was se ttled by agreeing upon Bayn~,.. 
Yale, '92, to act as:umpire, and Jones, Princeton, 
'91, as referee. 
The game started about 4 o'clock, WesleyaJ:l-c. 
having the ball. And on the V makes seven, 
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yards. Hall tries to take the ball but fumbles • 
W :sleyan keeps it Hall of Wesleyan, make~ 
gains through the center, but Trinity gets 
the ball. Hubbell is given the ball but fumbles 
badly, and Trinity falls on it. Hubbell is tried 
again and advances the ball five yards. J. Ed-
gerton fails to pass well. Hubbell makes seven 
yards. K. Hubbard takes the ball but fails to 
gain. F. Edgerton kicks out of bounds. Gordon 
falls on it. Allen, L. Hubbard and F. Edger-
to~ ~ackle finely, and Gordon fails to gain. 
Tnnity recovers the ball and F. Edgerton gains 
five yards. The ball now goes towards 'vVes-
leyan's goal by quick successive rushes by 
Hubbell, K. Hubbard, F. Edgerton, and by a fine 
run of Allen's around the right end. This run was 
one of the prettiest of the game. The ball is now 
, very near the Wesleyan goal and Hubbell is 
rushed through the center near bounds, scoring 
a touch-down, amid the wildest yelling and de-
monstrations. It now looked as though the 
score might be considerable. F. Edgerton 
makes a magnificent kick from way out at the 
side and the ball strikes on top of the cross-bar 
and bounds up, amid suspense, and drops on 
the wrong side of the goal and rolls over. Wes-
leyan's ball at 25-yard line. Trinity secures ball 
on \Vesleyan's failure to make five yards. Pull-
man is hurt in a scrimmage and time is taken 
out. Trinity loses five yards followed by five 
more. The ball is then passed back to Graves 
who touches it down, losing twenty yards to re-
tain the ball. The center is pushed for four 
yards but Trinity fails to keep the ball. Wes-
leyan is given five yards for Trinity's offside 
play. Gordon makes ten yards but is tackled 
beautifully by F. Edgerton who breaks through 
the blocking line. Meredith now makes one of 
the best runs of the game for fifteen yards 
around the left end. Hall kicks and the ball 
goes way out of bounds. \Vesleyan falls on it 
owing to Graves' lameness, and the slowness of 
the whole Trinity team. The ball is pushed 
through Trinity's center seven yards. Wesleyan 
now loses the ball on a fumble, and it goes out 
of bounds. Time is called with the ball danger-
ously near Trinity's goal. 
In the second half Trinity starts with the ball 
but fails to retain it after making seven yards. 
\Vesleyan rushes the ball five yards and then 
makes three more around the end. Hall of 
Wesleyan kicks1 ball goes ~ut of bounds and Trinity secures 1t. The ball 1s now twenty yards 
from Trinity's goal. Edgerton bucks the center 
twice for seven yards. But Wesleyan soon gets 
the ball on downs. Meredith is sent through 
the center and Gordon around the end. Gordon 
then fumbles and the ball rolls out of bounds. 
Allen falls on it. Edgerton puts his head down 
.and plunges through the center for ten yards. 
Hubbell and Edgerton add six more to this. 
Allen fails to be ready when the ball is passed to 
him and is downed in his tracks. K. Hubbard 
pushes the ball forward seven yards. Wesleyan 
gets the ball on four downs, but Gordon drops it 
and Trinity squeezes it again. In two tries, F. 
Edgerton gains ten yards, but Wesleyan gets the 
ball and Hall tries to run across the field. He 
makes three yards and is downed very prettily 
near the bounds line. Hall now makes a long 
kick over F. Edgerton's head. Edgerton drops 
the ball and Wesleyan gets it only four 
yards from the goal line, and a few minutes left. 
The wearers of the old gold and blue were feel-
ing very glum at about this time when Wesleyan's 
heavy rush line stood up with four chances to 
rush the ball four yards. J. Edgerton stood in 
L. Hubbard's place and L. Hubbard got behind 
the line to throw his weight against the line when 
the rush was made. Hartley and K. Hubbard 
almost lay down in front of the line. Four times 
they tried to break the Trinity center and four 
times they failed and even lost ground. In the 
short time le(t K. Hubbard gained five yards, 
and Graves seven, through the center. When time 
was called the ball was well toward the center of 
the field. The game was composed of thirty and 
twenty minute halves. 
For Wesleyan, Hall kicked well and bucked 
the center almost irresistably. Meredith sprinted 
well around the ends, and Gordon would have 
played a very creditable game if he had not 
fumbled several times at critical points. The 
rush line as a whole played a strong game. 
For Trinity too much cannot be said. The 
men without an exception, played a magnificent 
game. The ends had less work than usual owing 
to Trinity's kicking very little and Wesleyan's 
scarcely ever trying the ends; but when required 
they were on hand. Allen tackled well and 
made a beautiful run of ten yards at a time when 
it was much needed. L. Hubbard played his 
usual faultless game, keeping his man's hands 
always more than full. K. Hubbard was as 
usual a terror to the men anywhere near him, 
and though against a powerful man held his own 
and was a great source of strength to the team. 
After once being warned against roughness he 
kept himself under good control. Penrose 
though making no grand-stand plays, played his 
man a hard game and gives promise of being one 
of the strong holds of the team for four years. 
Hartley and his man were wholly absorbed with 
each other; but from the complaints of the Wes-
leyan center Hartley seems to have gotten rather 
the better of it. At quarter-back, J. Edgerton, 
though new in the place and no_t very quick, 
shows himself a valuable man. Hts weight a11d 
the life he puts into his game add much to the 
strength of the center. Hubbell and F. Edger-
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ton played magnificently. Again and again they 
were sent through the center. F. Edgerton 
showed marked improvement in holding the ball 
and in putting his head down. There was very 
little fault to be found with either of the half-
backs. They both tackle very strongly. To 
Capt. Graves is due to a great extent the victory. 
Though acting for the most part only as a coach, 
his giving the signals and encouraging the team 
was a great power in the game. He had the ball 
passed to him just once, near the end of the 
game and he then made seven yards. There is 
no telling what the score would have been had 
he been in playing condition, for it is a fact that 
Wesleyan's weak point is her ends, and they had 
little to do on Saturday. General satisfaction 
was given by the umpire and the referee. 
The teams were as follows : 
TRINITY. 
Hall, 
Allen, 
K. Hubbard, 
Hartley, 
Penrose, 
L. Hubbard, 
Woffenden, 
J. Edgerton, 
F. Edgerton, 
Hubbell, 
Graves, 
Left End. 
Left Tackle. 
Left Guard. 
Center. 
Right Guard. 
Right Tackle. 
Right End. 
Quarter-back. 
Right Half. 
Left Half. 
Full-back. 
WESLEYAN. 
Smith. 
Howard. 
Cutts. 
Davison. 
Newton. 
Dukeshire. 
Acres. 
Pullman. 
j Meredith, 
! Anderson. 
Gordon. 
Hall. 
FA LL TENNIS TO URN AMENT, 
The doubles in the Fall Tennis Tournament 
were played after the singles were finished 
There were entered only four teams. In th~ 
first match, Mallory and Paine easily defeated 
Allen and Sibley ; 6-4, 6-1. Allen and Sible 
played together for the first time. Carter an 
Hamlin beat Saltus and Niles in a fairly close.--
match. Carter showed great improvement ove 
his previous play in the tournament. Hamli 
played a steady game. Saltus and Niles were 
both more or less unsteady, while Saltus made-
a number of brilliant plays. At times the-
match was very close. Score ; 6-4, 6-3. 
In the finals Mallory and Paine had no grea~ 
difficulty in Leating Carter and Hamlin. Mal-
lory showed up well in this match and at time&. 
the play was brilliant. The match went to. 
Mallory and Paine, three straight ; 6-4, 6-4,. 
6-3. In the match for the championship uf the 
college between Mallory, the holder, and Hamlin,.. 
the challenger, some very good tennis was 
played. Hamlin played a very strong game and: 
made Mallory work to defend his title. Mallory 
himself _played in good form and his ~xperience 
stood him well. He won three straight 6-4 6-., 
6 I l ->• -3. 
In the Intercollegiate Tournament at New 
Haven, ~1all?ry and Hamlin represented the 
college in smgles and doubles. In singles . 
Mallory met Candler of Columbia and was 
defeated in a_ very close match. Score : 2-6, 6-3, 
7-~- Ha11:l111 met and defeated Jenney of 
Prmceton 111 a _good match. Score : 6-4, 6-4. 
Howev~r Hamlin ran against Gunnison of Dart-
mouth 111 the next round and dropped out being 
beaten 6-4, 6-4. In doubles Mallory and Hamlin 
beat George and Jones of Brown, 7-s, 6-4 ; but 
were defeated by Lee and Wilson of U. P. Score: 
6-3, 6-4. 
J- PERSONALS . 
. The address of the Rev. W. G. FRENCH •3 7 1s 1809 Lexington Avenue, New York city.' ' 
. J. II. BROCKLESBY, '65, has been elected Ac-
trng School y_isitor of the town of Hartford. 
~ new ed1t10n of the work on the Historic 
~p1scopale by the Rev. Prof. J. H. BARBOUR 
71,,lrns been recently published. ' 
. I he address of the Rev. C. \V. FREELAND '8i 
1s changed to Fortress Monroe Va ' ' 
The ~d~ress of the Rev. w'. \V. \vEBB '8 · 
1339 Mrfflm St., Philadelphia Pa ' 2 ' 15 
The R~v. JAMES GooDwa;, '86 was ordained 
to the Pnesthood in Middletown' Conn on ti 
2 4th day of September. ' ·• le 
H. R. HEYDECKER, 1\1. D., '86, has removed 
to :otel San ~emo, Central Park West, New York 
N YA~IED, 111 St. George's Church, Newburgh. 
. . , ctober r5th, the Rev. OCTAVIUS APPLE' 
GATE JR '8 · -
l..T ' ·, 7, and Miss ADA AUGUSTA :-i AVEMEYER. 
The Rev W N J ,88 . 
. . . ONES, ' was ordamed to 
the Priesthood in Bozeman, Mont., on the las 
day of September. 
Cards are out for the marriage of F F 
~RAMER, '89, to Miss ADA SPRAGUE of Hartford~ 
1 hursday, October 29, at Christ Church. 
ANTH~N T. GE?NER, '90, is pursuing his sec. 
ond year s theological studies at Berkeley 
R. LEB. LYNCH ' . ·. 
. , 90, 1s at the Episcopal 
Theolog1cal School at Cambridge. 
0 
HAR~Y HOWAR?, '9 1, is studying at the M<>f,,,,-
::,a~1 P_a1k Theological Seminary Morgan Parlr ... 
Ilhno1s. ' ...._ 
, I. ,v. ~UGHEs, '91, has entered 
1 heolog1cal Seminary New York 
F. l\:1. BARBER I ! 1 . . 
M . 91, 1s teac ung at Presque Isle. ame. , 
ROBERT \VA LKE • · . 
Theological School/RCa~16ri~sgt rl~:s. Episcopal, 
· H. C. GILBERT, 93, has left School to teach,. t the S11:ethport Pa. High School. He will take: 
11s exammat1ons with '93 in June. 
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RILHMONO STRAIGHT CUT No, I CIGARtT.TtS 
are made from the brightest, most delicately flavored and 
~ hi g h est cost Gold Leaf grown in Virginia. This is the 
0lfl mlfl Original brmul of St,rair1ht Cut Cigarettes 
and was brought out by us in the year 1875. 
Bewr11·e of I1nitatio11s, and observe that the FIR~! NAME 
AS BELOW is on every package. 
The ALLEN & GINTER B h oF THE AMERICA.N TOBAcco co. 
_ _ _ ~ , ---=----=--- fRllC Manufacturers, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
:Silver Plated \;\Tare. Hartf ord-S-c;;clling Salts, 
THE WM. ROGERS MFG. co. . MANUFACTURED BY 
!\1anufocturers of the '' ANCHOR BRAND ' ' of 
W JlOGEJlS' SlLVER PLATE. 
The BEST in the WORLD! 
Establishe d in 18Gt> by "VV M . HOGI.<:;R S. 
A Complete Line of HOLLOW WARE and FLAT 
TABLE WARE for Sale at Reasonah!e Prices. 
T. SISSON & CO., HARTFORD. 
25c. a Bottle. Postpaid 30c. 
tlnife:.d a')tate:.s flote:.l, 
CITY HALL SQUARE, 
·Salesroom and }'nctory, 66 Market Street, D. A. Rooo , Proprietor. Hartford, Conn. 
HARTFORD, CONN, 
WOOD'S Horsfall & Rothschild, 
~p ALACE OF MUSIC, I:ATTERS AN~ 
227 A~ylnm Stre~,. Mens Ou tf 1 tters, 
-•-- AGENTS FOR YOU MAN'S AND KNOX'S HATS. 
·p• Q and EVERYTHING in the Shirt Makers. Complete line of Ath1etic 
·. lailOS, rgans, line of Musical Goods. Suits. 
-•- 93 and 95 ASYLUM ST., HARTFORD. 
urrns I RUMEI\TS RENTED. 
---- ----- A. F. SPRINGER, 
WOODWARD & C Q · ' Manufacturing Jeweler and Dealer in 
. SE;u;~•~so:T~o.. . iliam@nbe Watt~ti 
,choice Family Groceries, ' ' 
217 MAIN ST. HARTFORD, CONN. 
CHARL,~S A, RAP~l--Y~, 
'.) o o AFOTHEOAHY, o O 0 
, PRESCRIPTIONS A SPEC[ALTY. 
A LARGE LINE OF TOILET GOODS 
320 Main Street, Hartforcl, Conn. 
AND FINE JEWELERY, 
- FINE DIAMOND WORK A SPECIALTY. -
23 ASYLUM STREET, HARTFORD, C ONN. 
(Evening Post Building.) 
~ W ANTED,-The consent of 10,000 Smokers,-to send 
each, a sample lot of 150 "NICKEL" Cigars and a 20 year gold 
filled Watch, by Express C. O. D. $5.25 and allow examination. 
HAVANA CIGAR Co., 'vVin ston, N. C. 
Go to CIIAS. R. HART & CO., f'or yon.r 
CARPETS, DRAPERIES AND SHADES. 
~Largest assortment in the city and at Low-est Prices 
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VIII ------=-_:__:_: ________ =-=--=~==--------7 
------- PRINTING AND BINDING. 
f . 1 • C llege Ca_talogues Society Publications, Add resses, Poems, Gene~ 1 f ·1·t· 5 for tirn1 s irng o ' E Unsu rpass e< aci 1 ,e. !Iistorical \Yorks, Library Catalogues, tc. 
~ +--BOOK-BINDING_-- • ~ . . 
. · · ,d Re airing. Old Covers strengthened and re_stored. ~ he work lll t J\f uch attention is givcll lO m1sc~l_lanrous BrndJ}1~i3I leadi~g libraries in thi s country. lnformatJOll reganhng any pro includes the ent ire binding and repainn.1 ~r ~O!~{ ~ 1e . 
probablecri1'ii°'cAi~it11iocc1(\VOOD & BRAINARD CO., PRINTERS, BINDER 
' · " D' -· I Records HARTFORD And Mannfoclnrers of Blank Books, "Amencan 1a11e~, anc '- , 
-THOROUGH INSPECTIO~S--
Ar-:D 
In surance against loss or damage to property and loss of 
life ancl injury to persons caused by 
Stea11i • Boile1-- • Explosions. 
J. J\I. ALLEN. President . 
\VJ\I. B. FRANKLIN, V1ce-PresiJent. 
F. B. ALLEN, 2d Vice-Presirlent. 
]. B. PIERCE, Secretary and Treasurer. 
---ANDRUS & N.rEDELE,---
DKALERS IN 
DOUBLE AND SINGLE DARREL SHOT GUNS, 
RIFLES, PISTOLS, AND FISHING TACKLE, 
-FLY RODS TO OP.DER A SPJ,:CIALTY.-
Agents for Columbia, Lovell Diamond and Hartford Safety Bicycles 
All kinds of Bicycle Sundries constantly on hand. 
288 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
F. 
373 l\Iain Street, Hartford, Conn. 
S TU ART:.=========---:--:::.....:.: 
ICtotog,r,apl?t-i~t. 
Special attention and reduct ion in rates to th~ 
with Trinity, and olho- Institutions of Lett 
275 MAIN STREET, 
P. & J. BESS 
French and American Ice Crea 
ALEXANDER CURRY French Pastry, Con fectionery, 
' Boots and Shoes 
' BOSTON: No. IIO Retreat Avenue, Hai tford, Conn, 
THE STUDENTS 1 
BILLIARD PARLORS, 
l 67 Tremont Street 
~-262 )IAIN STREET,-§ 
MATT. H. HEWINS, Prop. 
KOCH'S CAFE, 
TELEP!IOl'\E CO:'<NECTIO!',, 
288 Asylum 
£,trans, ~fJops anb 6ante. 
Welch Rarebit. 
WINE COMPLETE STOCK OF 
S AND IMPORTED CIGAR,S 
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-------T:E:E-------6the 
'<!tonncdimt ® ~ll PFLCENIX & :ntnal Insurance Company 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. 
IN 1890. 
~ Received from its policy-holders, 
t Paid its policy-holders, 
•Paid its policy-holders over amount 
received, . . . . 
.And increased its net assets, 
'-0-ain to policy-holders, 
flt earned on investments, . 
$4,416,575 33 
5,833,592.34 
$1,417,017 01 
956,252 80 
$2,373,269.Sl 
$3,398,466.10 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
STATE~tr-:NT JAN. I, 1891: 
Cash Capital, 
Reserve for Outstanding Losses , -
Reserve for Re-Insurance. -
NET SURPLUS, 
TOTAL ASSETS , 
- $2,000.000 00 
293,831 17 
- 1,813,903 88 
- 1,517,019 68 
Total Losses Paid Since Organiiati~n of Comp~or, $27,157,04-1.19 
Disbursed for expenses and taxes, 1,025,196.2!) D. W. C. SKILTON, President. J. H. MITCHELL, Vice-President. , 
CHAS. E. GALACAR, 2d Vice-Pres't-GEO. H. BURDICK, Secretary. 
And saved for its policy-holders as above, $·~.373,26!).Sl 
H. M. Magill, General Agent \Vestern Department, Cincinnati, 0. 
· Compare this with the reconl of other companies. Theo. F. Spear Ass't n u u H 
A. E. Magill. General Agent Pacific Department, San Frandsco,Cal. 
OJA.COB L. GREENE, President. 
• Gerald E. Hart, Gen'! Manager Canadian D ep't, l\Jontreal, Canada. 
JOHN M. TAYLOR, Vice-President. 
EDWARD }l. BUNUE, Secretary. 
DANIEL H. WELLS, Actuary 
E. W. Bear1lsley, Resident Agent, 
64 Pearl St., llartford, Ct. 
----------- __________ :.___ 
1~~ ~~w cot..t..~R 
Tiffi.DE 
.AVE~Y1S C.AFE, No. 8 Central Row. 
-t~ak~~ «tqrtf(p~ ~nltr 
'·CATERING FOR 
SMALL PARTIES. 
CoMPLE'rE STOCK OF 
WINES AND bIPORTED CIGARS. 
~FURNITURE, LINUS T. FENN, 
Easy Chairs, Couches, Lounges, 205 Main St cor 
Tables, Book Cases and Desks. •, • 
Mulberry_ 
,GULET BROS. 
tff£ -~1H£UB.L£IN" B/tftf3£fl SttOf 
~ULBERR-Y- STREET. 
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l\ \ o O T H E R Life Policies as 
j ~ liberal cost as little money, 
no others as cheap give as much for 
the money, as those of 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
Best either for 
or Investment 
Family Protection 
of Savings, Non-
,HE: CONN~CflCUf 
INSURANCE: CO, 
OF H AR TFORD, 
Cash Capital, 
C 11A1tLEs R. Dun·r, &cretary. 
L. W . ULARKE, Ass't 
GOODWIN'S DRUG 51 
Cor. Main and State Street. 
forf eitable, worldwide lowest cash The very best of everything in the drug 
rate. 0 P E N A L L N I G 
Assets, 
Surplus, 
D. W. MITCHELL, 
$i 2 ' 245 ' 000 BILLIARD and POOL PARL: 
Pai,l Policy-Holders, -
2,100,000 
$ U),500,000 
JAS. G. BATTERSON, RODN EY DENNIS, 
President, Secretary, 
JOHN f. MOR RIS1 Ass't Sec'y. 
Meerscha um Goods of all Kin 
Also French Briar Goods. 
215 Main Street (Under City 
Finest Stereoscopic Vi ews in the World. St~ 
clear entire COLLEGt: EX PENSES during 
Address, 
UNDERWOOD & UNDERWO 
· Baltim 
CLARK & SM:I 
FfNE. PRINTI 
PRINT E R S OF THE "TAB 
1, 
TRINITY TABLET. 
' OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
The Largest Stock Life Insurance Co. in. the World. 
C:A.SH CAPITAL, $1,250,000. 
ASSETS, January 1, 1891, I 
_, 
$35,993,002~37 ,., •l··;. ·• 
\' ' J t I 
LIABILITIES, (by Conn., New York and Mass. Standards), . $29,060,727.42 .(I 1 "· . •I• . 
SURPLUS, {by' Conn.1 New York and Mass. Standards), ' 5';858;795.71 ,, I 
SURPLUS {by most other States), • 7,450,000.00 
MOB.GAN G. BULXELEY, President . 
.J. C. WEBSTER, ' J. L. ENGLISH, H. W. ST. JOHN, G. W.. RUSSFlLL. M. p. , 
Vice-Preaident. · Serl/'etary. Actuaf y. ' C'on.~iilting' Plf'J/Sician. 
GEO. W. HUBBARD, Ass't &cretM y. , 
___ ..:;.. _ _.....;;.t _c_H_A_R_L_E_S_· E_._sH_E_P_A_R_»_,_G_e_n_er_a_1_A_g_e_n_t _ro_r_· _co_1_rn_e_ct-ic_u_t_. -------------1 ... ' t 
CHARLES ·McMANUS, D. f?. S. 
DENTIST, 
HENRY McMANUS, D. D.S. 
Mechanical Dentist, 
13 Pratt Street, Hartford, Conn. 
' 
ENVELOJ?ES 
Writing Papers, Blank Book~, Diaries, 
FINE P RIN'J.1IN0-I 
Wholesale and Retail, at the Extensive Manufaotory 
OF THE 
Plimpton Manufacturing 
COMPANY, 
.250 Pearl Street, Hartfor~, Conn . 
aotel Capitol, 
lll MAI.N STREET, 
HART;OR D, CONN. 
..:...c:>o<>--
Headquarftrs 
J or those interested in 
Trinity College. 
•Only Family House in the city. , , 
Rooms en Suite,:with Private Bath. 
- NO INSIDE ROOM'.$,--.-
Elevator and all ?,fodern Improvements. 
•Special Rates to the Commercial Trade. Take transfer 
car from (lepot to hotel ; Fare 7c. 
A. E. HOLCOMB, Proprietor. 
LARNED & Hi\ TCH, ~. 
.._DEALERS IN-
-~------··----~~ G~ntlrmen's Finest Shoes ~ 
----- --·-----·-·-••' ·-··--------------
OF A.LL DESCRIPTIONS . 
. \ 
Shoes for Dress 'and E ven£ng Wedr, 
In all 'the Newest Designs.' 
' CttSTOM .WoRK A S P EC[ALTY, ' "· 
,, 
De Lam at er's, I 
15 PRATT STREET, 
FIRST ''FLOOR S'J;'UPlO, ' ' 
I ' 
I 
A.DBER T F. BOOTlI,' 
Successor to E. G. NORTHROP, 
j 
' ''MERCHANT TAILOR, 
No. 21 Pratt Street, 
0-~e1a,nia, 
I • 
,AR';I'ISTIC FLORIS1, 
e)~,i.~i11-"fi.ttt of ':!le~i,~,i,i a, ~ pcc-i.aJti.,, 
No. 224 Aaylni'.n Street, , 
J. R. ECI~HAt{D'J;, 
M.~NUFACTURE!i. OF ALL KINDS OF 
